Parts of the Skin.

Multiple Choice. Write the letter of correct answer.

1. When we eat drink hot soup what sense organs are used?
   a. smell and taste  
   b. nose and tongue  
   c. smell, taste, touch  
   d. nose, tongue, skin

2. This body part prevents dirt from getting into our body.
   a. skin  
   b. hair  
   c. outer layer of skin  
   d. inner layer of skin

3. What are the different parts of the skin?
   a. outer layer and inner layer  
   b. epidermis and dermis  
   c. sebaceous gland  
   d. all of the above

4. This skin part has structures that collect information about things we touch. The structure sends messages to our brain to tell us how things feel.
   a. skin  
   b. hair  
   c. outer layer of skin  
   d. inner layer of skin

5. What is the most sensitive part of our skin?
   a. palm and lips  
   b. lips and forehead  
   c. lips and tongue  
   d. fingertips and lips

6. Which part of the tongue sends messages to the brain to tell us how the food tastes.
   a. little bumps  
   b. taste buds  
   c. outer layer of tongue  
   d. inner layer of tongue
7. The part of our nose that contains structures that send messages to our brain to us what we are smelling
   a. nostrils  c. nasal chamber
   b. hair  d. nose

8. Scents carried by tiny particles enter our nose through this.
   a. nostrils  c. nasal chamber
   b. nose hair  d. nasal cavity

9. We cannot breathe when we have colds because
   a. our nose is blocked  c. our nose is swollen
   b. our nose is dirty  d. our nose is squeezed

Write the sense organ to be used in the following situations.
*sense organ is a body part.
senses - ability by which a living thing becomes aware of the external world.
Sense of touch, sight, hearing, smell and taste.

1. Mom is choosing between a leather or suede fabric for the sofa.
   ________________________________________________

2. I will go and eat at Wham burger later.
   ________________________________________________

3. We watched a concert on a windy park beside the Manila Bay.
   ________________________________________________
Sequence the sense organs to be used according to the given situation.
Number them 1-3, 1 being the first thing that will be used.

1. The boys will go to the canteen to eat their lunch.
   ______ tongue
   ______ nose
   ______ eyes

2. The church bell rang to signal time for 6:30pm mass.
   ______ ear
   ______ eyes

3. There is a fire far away in the city.
   ______ nose
   ______ eyes
   ______ ear

Write the name of the part on the line provided.